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Abstract A cellular interconnection network (CIN) is a regular array of
identical switching elements called cells and by which we realize various
graphical interconnection patterns among processors. This paper presents the
set-up and routing algorithms for a realization procedure of any graphs in
three dimensional CIN using graph theoretical approach. The set-up algorithm
takes \(O(dn \cdot \log(dn))\) time and \(O(dn)\) space and the required area of the CIN is
\(O((dn)^{3/2})\), where \(d\) and \(n\) are the degree and the order of the given graph.
We exploit also a routing algorithm which can be performed in parallel by
self-setting method.

1. Introduction

Concerning with the VLSI algorithms, it has been shown that any graph can
be embedded in three dimensional medium using \(O(n^{3/2})\) volume though in two
dimensional case it needs \(O(n^2)\) \((4,9,10)\). But the concrete realization
algorithm is not apparent there. On the other hand various interconnection
networks for VLSI based multi-processors have been proposed\((11)\) and their
switch setting algorithms are devised\((5,8)\).

We propose in this paper the three dimensional cellular network as such an
interconnection network among processors and design an efficient algorithm
to realize any given interconnection patterns. From this viewpoint, CIN
model is more powerful than other models and we also emphasize that the
routing algorithm can be executed by self-routing in the meaning of Benes
network\((8)\). In Section 2 we describe the formal definitions on this model
and some related fundamental results. In Section 3 we show an efficient
algorithm to embed any graphs in CIN using graph theoretical approach.
2. Formal Framework and Preliminary Results

2.1. Basic definitions

An undirected graph (or simple graph) $G$ is a pair $(V,E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes and $E = \{(u,v); u \neq v, u,v \in V\}$ is the set of edges. If $E$ is replaced with an ordered pair $A = \{(u,v); u \neq v, u,v \in V\}$, then $G = (V,A)$ is called a directed graph (or simple digraph). Any such pair $(u,v)$ is called an arc. Especially the graph of the $k$-dimensional lattice is denoted by $\mathcal{C}_k = (C_k, S_k)$, where $C_k$ is the $k$-fold Cartesian product of integer set $I$, i.e., $I^k$ and $S_k = \{(v, v+s_i); v \in V, s_i = (0, \ldots, i, 0, \ldots, 0), i = 1, \ldots, k\}$. In this paper we only deal with the case $k = 3$.

2.2. CIN System

The CIN system is a parallelepiped array of two kinds of cells, one is the processing cell called the active cell (AT-cell) which is located in the first layer, and the other is the switching cell (SW-cell).

By setting the switches of the SW-cells suitably for any given graphs we can realize them homeomorphically in the CIN system. The rough sketch of CIN system is illustrated in Fig.1, where its graphs structure is $\mathcal{C}_3 = (I^3, S_3)$. Hereafter we denote it simply $\mathcal{C} = (C, S)$ if no confusion arises and a CIN of $m \times n$ AT-cells is denoted $\mathcal{C}(m \times n)$ if necessary.

![Fig.1. CIN System.](image)

2.3. Realization in CIN

We shall discuss the realization algorithm under the following conditions.
1) Each cell can only be interconnected with its direct neighbor cells.
2) Duplicated use of the same port is not allowed (no overlapping among the interconnections is allowed).
3) Crossings among interconnections are allowed only at the SW-cells.

**Definition 1** An embedding \((f,g)\) of \(G = (V,E)\) into \(G = (C,S)\) is a mapping defined as follows:
1) \(f\) is an injection from \(V \times \{1,\ldots,d\}\) into \(C \times \{1,\ldots,p\}\) called the cell-port assignment, where \(d\) and \(p\) are the degree of \(G\) and the number of ports of AT-cell respectively,
2) \(g\) maps \(E\) into the path of \(C\) such that every pair of such paths is edge disjoint.

The procedure to determine a embedding mapping \((f,g)\) is called the set-up algorithm and the realization procedure of the interconnections in CIN using the data processed by the set-up procedure is called the routing algorithm.

3. Realization Algorithm
3.1. Decision of cell-port assignment
We assume that the degree \(d\) of the graphs to be embedded in CIN is arbitrary. There are some different organizations for AT-cells and its structure affects the efficiency of the realization (area complexity). Examples of AT-cells embedding degree \(d\) graphs are illustrated in Fig.2, where \(\bullet\) and \(\times\) denote the out-port and in-port respectively.

![Fig.2. Several examples of AT-cell organization.](image)

The cell-port assignment consists of the following procedures:
1) Direction assignment: Transform the given graphs to the directed graphs by assigning directions to each edge.
2) Cell assignment: Define the mapping \( f_1 \) from \( V \) to \( C \).

3) Port assignment: Define the mapping \( f_2 \) from \( V \times \{1, \ldots, d\} \) to \( f_1(v) \times \{1, \ldots, p\} \) for any \( v \).

**Proposition 1** Let \( G \) be an arbitrary graph of degree \( d \) and of order \( n \). Then \( G \) can be transformed to a directed graph \( G^* \) such that if \( d \) is even, then the outdegree and indegree of each node are both \( d/2 \), and if \( d \) is odd, then one of them of each node is \( (d+1)/2 \) and the other is \( (d-1)/2 \). The algorithm transforms in \( O(dn) \) time and \( O(dn) \) space.

**Proof:** We use the **euler partition algorithm** which partition the edges of a graph into open and closed paths, so each node of odd degree is end of no open paths. According to the direction of eulerian trial, we assign a direction to each edge of \( G \).

The cell-port assignment is essential to establish an efficient embedding, but it depends on the characteristics of the given graphs. In general we define the mapping \( f = (f_1, f_2) \) by the following procedure.

a) Define an injection \( f_1 \) from \( V \) into \( C = \{(x, y, 0); 0 \leq x, y \leq m\} \), where \( m = n^{1/2} \).

b) Define an injection \( f_2 \) from \( V \times \{1, \ldots, d\} \) into \( C \times \{1, \ldots, p\} \) as follows:
   - \( f_2(u, i) \) is an out-port of \( f_1(u) \) if \( (u, i) \) is an out-arc of \( u \),
   - \( f_2(u, i) \) is an in-port of \( f_1(u) \) if \( (u, i) \) is an in-arc of \( u \).

The cell-port assignment mapping \( f \) is the composition of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), i.e., \((f_1, f_2)\) defined by \( (f_1, f_2)(u, i) = (f_1(u), f_2(u, i)) \) for any \((u, i)\).

3.2. Bipartite graph representation

We assume here that CIN consists of \( p \times q \) AT-cells in the first layer and each AT-cell has \( s \times t \) ports.

**Bipartite graph construction**

1) Partitioning each AT-cell into \( s \times t \) smaller segments, we associate the points \( r_j \) and \( c_i \) to the \( j \)-th row and the \( i \)-th column, \( 1 \leq j \leq t \times q, 1 \leq i \leq s \times p \), respectively as illustrated in Fig.3.

2) For a given graph \( G = (V, E) \) we transform it to a directed graph \( G^* = (V, A) \). We assume that the cell-port assignment mapping \( f = (f_1, f_2) \) has already been given. Then the (multi)graph \( G_B = (W, B) \) corresponding to \( G^* = (V, A) \) under \( f = (f_1, f_2) \) is defined as follows;
\[ W = \{ r_j \} \cup \{ c_i \}, \quad 1 \leq j \leq t \times q, \quad 1 \leq i \leq s \times p \]
\[ B = \{ (r_j, c_i), f(u, a) \in r_j, f(v, b) \in c_i, (u, v) \in A \}, \]
where \( a, b \) mean some labels for edges.

**Fig. 3.** Bipartite graph representation of \( G \).

**Proposition 2.** The graph \( G_B = (W, B) \) is a bipartite graph of order \( sp + tq \) and of degree at most \( \max(\lfloor s/2^\alpha \rfloor p, \lfloor t/2^\alpha \rfloor q) \). (The size of \( G_B \) is the same to \( G \))

**Proof:** From the construction of \( G_B \), the edges exist only from row node to column node. Hence \( G_B \) is a bipartite graph. The order is equal the total number of row nodes and column nodes. Since the number of out-port (in-port) of each row and each column of AT-cell are at most \( \lfloor s/2^\alpha \rfloor \) and \( \lfloor t/2^\alpha \rfloor \) respectively, the total number of edges connected to out-port (in-port) of each row and column of the first layer are at most \( \lfloor s/2^\alpha \rfloor p \) and \( \lfloor t/2^\alpha \rfloor q \) respectively.

3.3. **Layer assignment algorithm**

An edge-coloring of a graph \( G \) is an assignment of colors to its edges so that no two adjacent edges are assigned the same color. Generally the problem of edge-coloring belongs to the class of NP-complete problems, but for the class of bipartite graphs the more efficient algorithms are available.

We use the modified algorithm of color-by-partition(3) and it is noted that the minimum number of required colors is equal to the degree of the bipartite graph.
Lemma 1 Modified color-by-partition algorithm finds a minimum coloring, in time \(O(|V|^2 \log |V|)\) and space \(O(|E| + |V|)\), where \(|V|\) and \(|E|\) denote the order and size of \(G_v\) respectively.

Procedure color-by-partition\(^{(3)}\): Comment \(G\) is a bipartite graph, all of whose edges are uncolored. A minimum coloring of \(G\) is found;

begin
  let \(D\) be the maximum degree in \(G\);
  if \(D = 1\) then color all edges in \(G\), using a new color
  else
    begin
      divide \(G\) into edge-disjoint subgraphs \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) having maximum degree \(D_1\) and \(D_2\), where \(D_1, D_2 \leq \lceil D/2 \rceil\) and \(G_1\) has no more edges than \(G_2\) (euler partition\(^{(2)}\));
      color-by-partition \((G_1)\);
      remove the edges of \(r\) colors from \(G_1\) and add them to \(G_2\), where \(r = 2 \lceil \log(D/2) \rceil - D_2\);
      euler color\(^{(2)}\)(\(G_2\)); Comment now the coloring of \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) give a \(D\)-coloring or \(D+1\)-coloring of \(G\);
      if \(G\) is not \(D\)-colored
        then
          begin
            make all edges of some color \(B\) uncolored;
            for all uncolored edges \(e\) do augment\(^{(3)}\)(\(e\));
          end
      end
  end
end color-by-partition;

As we show in the following part, the embedding of graphs can be established by corresponding each color "\(b\)" with the \(b\)-th layer.

3.4. Routing procedure

We discuss in this section that how shall we construct the routing mapping \(g\). For each edge adjacent with node \(r_j\) assigned the color "\(b\)", we realize its connection using \(b\)-th layer as illustrated in Fig.4.
Lemma 2. Let \( G_B \) be any bipartite graph. Then \( G_B \) can be realized in \( C \) without overlapping by the routing patterns of Fig.4.

**Fig.4. The routing patterns in CIN.**

**Theorem 1.** An arbitrary graph \( G \) of degree \( d \) and of order \( n \) can be realized in CIN using at most \( D = \max(\frac{r_s}{2^1}.p, \frac{r_t}{2^1}.q) \) layers.

**Proof:** For \( G \), the bipartite graph \( G_B \) is of degree \( D = \max(\frac{r_s}{2^1}.p, \frac{r_t}{2^1}.q) \) and of order \( V = s.p + t.q \) by Proposition 2. Hence \( G_B \) can be \( D \) colorable. This implies that \( G_B \) can be embedded using \( D \) layers.

**Example 1.** The degree of the derived bipartite graphs corresponding the AT-cells (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Fig.2 are given as \( (sm)/2 \), \( (sm)/4 \), \( m \) and \( (sm)/2 \) respectively. The required area of CIN etc are also given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colors(layers)</td>
<td>( \frac{d}{2}m )</td>
<td>( \frac{d}{4}m )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>( \frac{5}{2}m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of one AT cell</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>( d^2 )</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of one layer</td>
<td>( dm^2 )</td>
<td>( dm^2 )</td>
<td>( d^2m^2 )</td>
<td>( dm^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required SW-cell</td>
<td>( \frac{d^2}{2}m^3 )</td>
<td>( \frac{d^2}{4}m^3 )</td>
<td>( d^2m^3 )</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{3}m^3}{2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( s = r/sd^1 \)
3.5. Minimal layer realization

From the results of previous section, the number of required layers depends on the organization of AT-cell. In order to establish a minimal layer realization, we have to construct the bipartite graph of minimal degree. As we can observe Table 1, an interesting AT-cell is the one of (d) in Fig.2, which is designed using the property of the Latin squares.

A Latin square is a matrix having integers as its components such that each distinct integer occurs exactly once in each row and each column of it. For designing an AT-cell of d-ports, we use a $s \times s$ Latin square, where $s = \lceil d^{1/2} \rceil$.

Roughly speaking we assign the ports of even number to the out-arcs and the odd ones to the in-arcs. If the number of out-arcs (or in-arcs) of certain nodes exceeds $d/2$, then an extra port not used is to be assigned further (Fig.5). It is noted that the number of out-ports (or in-ports) in each column or each row of the matrix is at most $s/2$, where $s = \lceil d^{1/2} \rceil$.

Fig.5. The AT-cell organization based on Latin square.

Theorem 2 (Main theorem) An arbitrary graph $G$ of degree $d$ and of order $n$ can be realized in CIN using $D = (1/2)(dn)^{1/2}$ layers and $(1/2)(dn)^{3/2}$ SW-cells. The realization algorithm runs in $O(dn \log dn)$ time and $O(dn)$ area.

Proof: From the construction of standard AT-cell we have

$$s = t = \lceil d^{1/2} \rceil, \quad p = q = \lceil n^{1/2} \rceil.$$ 

Hence the order, the size and the degree of the derived bipartite graph are given as follows;
$|V| = 2(dn)^{1/2}, |E| = (dn)/2 \text{ and } |D| = (1/2)(dn)^{1/2}$.

By applying these relations to Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we obtain the results.

**Example 2** Realize the graph in Fig.6 (a) in C.

\[ h = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\ 1, 1 & 1, 2 & 1, 3 & 2, 1 & 2, 2 & 2, 3 & 2, 1 & 2, 2 \end{pmatrix} \]

$\beta(u, i) = i$ for each $u$ and $i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., 6$.

---

Fig.6. For example 3.
4. Conclusion

As a VLSI based models of interconnection network we proposed the CIN and showed that any graphical interconnection patterns among processors can be realized effectively in it. It seems hopeful to construct some multi-processing system or data flow computing system using interconnection network like CIN\(^{(11)}\). Further a reconfigurable or programmable array based on this model may be one of the attractive research areas\(^{(6,12)}\). Using this approach a lot of interesting hardware algorithm realizations have been proposed\(^{(1,7,13)}\).
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